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Visual Development    |    Background Design/Painting    |    Character/Prop Design    |    Concept Art

Concept/Storyboard Artist at Snap Inc. (2017-2019) 
- Collaborated on AR animation, games, and other experimental content for Snapchat app
- Concepted character, prop, background/environment, and costume designs for a 3D pipeline
- Developed and executed new methods of storyboarding for AR animation
- Created style guides and other documentation to communicate direction/process to stakeholders

Freelance Art Director with Wild Blue Studios (2018)
- Worked with Riot Games on an unannounced project
- Managed a remote team of artists and coordinated production under tight deadlines
- Drafted style guides and other documentation to communicate direction to artists and stakeholders
- Provided notes and paintovers in addition to contributing illustrations as an artist

Freelance Background Design/Painting (2016-present)
- Cartoon Network: 2D background design and painting for “Apple and Onion” (2017)
- ShadowMachine: 2D background painting for “Final Space” (2017)
- Disney TV Animation: 2D background design for “Milo Murphy’s Law” (2016)

Freelance Character Design (2016-present)
- Nickelodeon: unannounced 2D project (2018), “Shimmer and Shine” (2017)
- DreamWorks TV Animation: character design/colour styling for unannounced 2D project (2016-2017)
- Windowseat Entertainment: live-action character design for unannounced project (2016)

Freelance Concept Art/Visual Development (2016-present)
- Stoopid Buddy Studios (2019), SYFY (with Moving Colour, 2017), History Channel (with Roger, 2017)

Visual Development Artist at Studio Roqovan (2016-2017)
- Responsible for character, costume, background/environment, and prop design in 2D, 3D, and VR
- Contributed to visual direction with style guides and paintovers for remote collaborators

ArtCenter College of Design (2012-2016)
- Studied Entertainment Design
- Provost List (2014-2016)
- Student Government (2014-2015)
- Student Gallery (2014-2016)
- Scholarship awarded (2012-2016)
- Teaching Assistant (2009-2012)

Scripps College for Women (2008-2012)
- Graduated cum laude, BA in studio art

Software
- Adobe Creative Suite
- Sketch-Up
- Z-Brush
- MODO

Traits
- Stylistically adaptive
- Visual and verbal communication skills
- Experience both leading and collaborating
- Strong academic background
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